The Smart India Hackethon 2020 finals was conducted from 1st to 3rd August 2020. For the same four teams from AIT were shortlisted, and 1 team "THE PACK" secured First position in competition with prize money of Rs. 1 Lakh. The details of winning team is given below:

**Competition** : Smart India Heckathon 2020 (Software Edition)
**Nodal Center** : MLR Institute of Technology, Hyderabad
**Team Name** : THE PACK
**Members** : 1. Rishav Sharma (TE COMP A) - Team Leader
2. Satya Prakash (TE COMP A)
3. Akshay Sharma (TE COMP B)
4. Shuvam Kumar (TE ENTC)
5. Harsh Chauhan (TE IT)
6. Deepshikha Tripathi (TE IT)
**Organisation** : AICTE-MIC
**Domain** : Smart Education
**Title** : Question it
**Description** : Built an app, in which user will click the picture of the books or any other article he/she wants to practice. - Using this we will be giving user facility like 1. Convert the text to his/her local language. 2. Narration of the text received with proper pronunciation. 3. Produce questions to the text sent to app. 4. Produce a summary/gist of the whole text provided to app.